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The integration of functional synthetic materials and living biological entities has emerged

as a new and powerful approach to create adaptive and functional structures with

unprecedented performance and functionalities. Such hybrid structures are also called

engineered livingmaterials (ELMs). ELMs have the potential to realizemany highly-desired

properties, which are usually only found in biological systems, such as the abilities to

self-power, self-heal, response to biosignals, and self-sustainable. Motivated by that,

in recent years, researchers have started to explore the use of ELMs in many areas,

among them, sensing and actuation is the area that has seen the most progress. In

this short review, we briefly reviewed the important recent development in ELMs-based

sensors and actuators, with a focus on their materials and structural design, new

fabrication technologies, and bio-related applications. Current challenges and future

directions in this field are also identified to help with future development in this emerging

interdisciplinary field.
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INTRODUCTION

One of the most sought-after objectives in materials science is to create a material system that
possesses many unique advantages of the biological systems, including self-sustainable, self-
repair, self-replicating, and biosignal-responsive (Gilbert and Ellis, 2019). To realize this long-term
objective, in recent years, the concept of engineered living materials (ELMs) has drawn significant
attention (Nguyen et al., 2018; Guo et al., 2020). ELMs are an emerging class of materials that
combine living biological entities with functional soft materials (Chen et al., 2015; Heyde et al.,
2017; Ruan et al., 2020). The incorporation of biological cells or tissues provides the materials
with biosensing, self-regenerative, and molecular computing capabilities (Huang et al., 2019; Pu
et al., 2020). At the same time, the matrix or encapsulating materials provide the engineered
biological entities with protection, mechanical enhancement, and communication pathways (Caro-
Astorga et al., 2020; Heveran et al., 2020). The synergic combination of living biological entities and
functional soft materials enables ELMs with unprecedented properties and functionalities in many
applications, especially in sensing and actuation.

The utilization of soft and adaptive materials in the fabrication of soft sensors and actuators
has attracted significant attention in recent years (Polygerinos et al., 2017; Kim et al., 2018;
Majidi, 2018). Those soft functional materials range from compliant conductors, semiconductors,
to dielectrics (Chen and Pei, 2017; Miriyev et al., 2017; Arab Hassani et al., 2020); usually,
a combination of electrically/optically active nanomaterials with adaptive soft matrices, such
as stimuli-responsive or shape-memory polymers, is essential to achieve the desired properties
(Bahramzadeh and Shahinpoor, 2014; Truby et al., 2018). Those soft sensors and actuators are
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able to sense temperature, pH, ions, pressure, and touch
(Bandodkar et al., 2016; Cao et al., 2017), or perform
programmed locomotion, shape changes, or pick-and-place
operations (Laschi et al., 2016; Cianchetti et al., 2018; Rich
et al., 2018), which lays the foundation for electronic skins and
soft robotics.

Despite the significant progress in soft sensors and actuators
based on synthetic functional materials, their seamless
integration with biological systems is still challenging due
to the intrinsic differences in structures and properties between
synthetic materials and biological cells/tissues (Chen et al., 2017;
Xu et al., 2019). To bring new bio-relevant functionalities and
generate self-powered or even self-regenerative next-generation
soft sensors and actuators, one of the most promising approaches
is by integrating those smart synthetic materials with living
biological cells.

On the other hand, the use of microorganisms and biological
cells for sensing applications have been explored for decades,
the rapid advances in synthetic biology enables disease diagnosis
and treatment, environmental monitoring, and toxicological
screening, based on the information-processing abilities of living
cells (Su et al., 2011; Bird et al., 2019; Inda and Lu, 2020). Those
conventional biological cells-based biosensors are not within
the scope of this paper, as they have already been summarized
in recent review papers (Chang et al., 2017; Roggo and van
der Meer, 2017). There are several excellent reviews on ELMs
during the past several years, which are more comprehensive and
have different emphases, such as engineered bacterial systems
(Nguyen et al., 2018), biohybrid actuators (Ricotti et al., 2017),
and soft robotics (Appiah et al., 2019). The focus of this mini
review is to highlight the most recent advances in the integration
of microorganisms and cells with functional soft materials
for sensing and actuation, with emphasis on the cell-material
integration and fabrication technologies.

In this mini review, we present a brief overview of the
emerging area of ELMs-based sensing and actuation, with
a focus on the hybrid materials design and composition,
interfacial engineering, as well as new fabrication technologies.
We first discuss ELMs-based structure for biosensing, in which
the biological cells are the signal generating, transducing or
transmitting component, and supported by the soft functional
matrices. Then we discuss ELMs-based structure for actuation;
the living biological cells/tissues can either directly generate
mechanical force through contraction or generate chemical
signals to activate other functional components. Finally, we
summarize the progress and challenges in this emerging field,
point out the topics and areas where future research endeavors
are most likely to make breakthroughs.

ELMs-BASED STRUCTURES FOR
BIOSENSING

The integration of biological cells/tissues with soft functional
materials can be achieved in various ways. One of the
simplest strategies to fabricate ELMs-based biosensor is by
encapsulating biological cells inside hydrogel particles (Velasco

et al., 2012; Le Goff et al., 2015; Culver et al., 2018). The
encapsulation of biological cells in hydrogel generally improves
the long-term viability/activity of the biological sensing agent,
also the portability and applicability of the bioassay system.
For instance, copolymer hydrogel microbeads were used to
encapsulate genetically engineered E. coli cells (Kim et al.,
2019), which can be used for the detection of nitro compounds
such as TNT through the fluorescent signal amplification of
the E. coli. The strong affinity between the E. coli and the
copolymer enables significantly enhanced fluorescent signals
and sensitivity. In another report (Zhang et al., 2019a),
hydrogel encapsulated E. coli cells were used as the sensor
for heavy metal ions based on the enzymatic activity of the
cells. Genetically engineered bacteria were also embedded in
a vesicle-based cell mimic (Trantidou et al., 2018), and used
as biosensing modules for real-time monitoring of lactate in
the environment.

The fabrication of well-defined ELM microparticles on
a large scale requires new fabrication methods; at the same
time, the fabrication techniques need to be compatible with
biological cells. For instance, microfluidic fabrication was
used to generated hydrogel microparticles with genetically
engineered lactam-responsive E. coli encapsulated inside
(Ma et al., 2019), and the microparticles can be used for
detection of lactam species in a dose-dependent manner.
Electrostatic extrusion was used for the fabrication of
bacteria loaded alginate-methacrylate hydrogel beads (Li
et al., 2017), the encapsulated reporter bacteria responded
with a strong fluorescence signal when exposed to the
autoinducer molecules.

Simple embedding of biological cells inside a soft matrix has
its limitations in structure and performance for more advanced
biosensing, and it also suffers from issues such as cell leakage.
In order to fabricate more advanced ELMs-based biosensors
with higher sensitivity and stability, easier and more accurate
data collection and analysis, it is necessary to integrate the
biological cells, matrix materials, as well as other functional
components in a more controlled way, for instance, using
micropatterning or 3D fabrication techniques to spatially control
the location of biological cells. To solve the problem of cell
leakage from the hydrogel matrix, and fabricate flexible and
stretchable devices (Liu et al., 2017), hydrogel-elastomer hybrids
were developed that encapsulate multiple types of genetically
engineered bacterial cells (Figures 1A,B). This design prevents
leakage of cells from the biosensing devices even under large
deformations. Stretchable living sensors that can respond to
multiple biochemicals in several form factors such as skin patches
(Figure 1C) were also demonstrated, cognate inducers were
detected by the genetically engineered bacteria and produce
green fluorescent protein (GFP). In another report from the
same group (Liu et al., 2018), by 3D printing of multiple types
of programed cells and chemicals into 3D architectures and
allow communication between different cell types, logic gates,
and spatiotemporally responsive patterns were achieved. Each
type of cells in the structure perform a simple computational
operation, when combined with their spatial distributions in
the 3D architectures, the interactions among different cell types
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FIGURE 1 | Biological cells incorporated living materials and structures for sensing applications. (A) Schematic illustration of a hydrogel–elastomer hybrid with four

isolated chambers to host different bacterial strains. (B) Images of living devices after exposure to individual or multiple inputs, cell chambers hosting bacteria with the

(Continued)
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FIGURE 1 | cognate sensors showed green fluorescence. (C) Photo of a living wearable device based on the hydrogel–elastomer hybrid with encapsulated cells

(A–C adapted from Liu et al., 2017). (D) Spatiotemporal dynamics of O2 concentration in a 3D-bioprinted construct consisting of one hydrogel layer of microalgae and

sensor nanoparticles (D adapted from Trampe et al., 2018). (E) Schematic of a light-guiding hydrogel encapsulating cells for in vivo sensing and therapy. (F) A blue

light coupled hydrogel-implanted mouse in a freely moving state. (G) Blood glucose levels in the chemically induced diabetic mice with and without delivering

activation light (E–G adapted from Choi et al., 2013). (H) Schematic of shape change in living composites, the yeast cells proliferate and cause an expansion in the

polymer matrix. (I) Macroscopic expansion of a living composite gel with 6 wt % yeast, scale bar is 7mm. (J) Patterned photoresponsive living composite with the

yeast strain in medium (H–J adapted from Rivera-Tarazona et al., 2020). (K) Schematic of the 3D printed structure composed of hydrogel and B. subtilis spores,

which can germinate to perform their engineered function. (L) Reconstitution of the shape of the printed bars that have been dried and then hydrated with water (K,L

adapted from González et al., 2020). (M) Schematic showing the bacteria biosensor containing hydrogel production and the application in the roll-to-roll coating

production process of the living material. (N) Fluorescence development in the living material after induction with IPTG at three time points (M,N adapted from

Schulz-Schönhagen et al., 2019).

and chemicals in different regions induce the emergence of
informative patterns and achieve complex logic operations.

The cell metabolic activities in ELMs, as indicated by
metabolites levels, including oxygen, carbon dioxide, and
glucose, can also be detected when corresponding sensing
materials are integrated into the structures. For instance, to
convert cell metabolism signals into easily detectable optical
signals or color changes (Trampe et al., 2018), hydrogel,
luminescent O2-sensing nanoparticles, and living cells were
integrated into hybrid bioinks for 3D printing. (Figure 1D)
The fabricated 3D structures enable non-invasive mapping of
cell metabolism and spatiotemporal dynamics of their chemical
microenvironment. The O2 generated from microalgae or
mammalian cells was monitored by the O2-sensitive luminescent
indicator molecules using an imaging fluorometer. Optical
signals can also be used as an activation mechanism to
regulate cell activities and the release of therapeutic compounds
(Sankaran and Del Campo, 2019). For instance, cell-integrated
hydrogel for in-vivo optical sensing and therapeutic applications
was reported (Choi et al., 2013; Figures 1E,F). The cell-
containing hydrogel patches were implanted in awake, freely
moving mice, and showed long-term biocompatibility, cell-
viability, and light-guiding properties. In vivo sensing of
nanotoxicity was achieved by using heat-shock-protein 70,
which was activated when exposing to heavy metal ions.
More importantly, it was demonstrated that light-controlled
optogenetic therapy for type-2 diabetes using the hydrogel patch
was possible (Figure 1G); the mice treated with this therapy
showed improved glucose homeostasis.

The utilization of fast-growing cells, such as yeast cells,
can potentially induce significant shape/size changes to the
ELMs with time, which enables a new and straightforward
way of biosensing by monitoring the sample shape/size. For
instance, the fabrication of living composites materials with the
incorporation of yeast cells inside hydrogel was reported (Rivera-
Tarazona et al., 2020; Figures 1H,I). The cellular proliferation
leads to a controllable increase in the composite volume of up
to 400%. Moreover, spatiotemporally controlled shape change
was achieved with pluses of light by encoding an optogenetic
switch into the yeast cells (Figure 1J). On the other hand,
the coculturing of yeast cells and other types of cells can be
used to genetically program biological material assembly. Co-
culturing of bacteria and yeast was used to fabricate bacterial
cellulose-based living materials (Gilbert et al., 2019), the yeast
enables DNA-encoded modification of bacterial cellulose. The

fabricated living materials can detect and respond to chemical
and optical inputs.

In order to use ELMs for more demanding sensing
applications, such as long-term environmental monitoring and
therapeutic drug monitoring, or process them with fabrication
steps that involve harsh conditions, regular living cells embedded
in a soft matrix are not stable enough. To overcome this issue,
bacterial spores that can survive under unfavorable or even
extreme conditions have attracted significant attention recently
for the construction of highly durable ELMs. For instance, the
fabrication of living materials and structures by 3D printing
with bioinks which contain bacteria spores and hydrogel was
reported (González et al., 2020; Figures 1K,L). The incorporation
of spores enables its long-term stability and survival in extreme
environments, and the spores can germinate on the exterior of the
3D printed structure. By using genetically engineered bacteria,
the structure can sense several different kinds of chemicals
such as xylose and vanillic acid. In another report (Schulz-
Schönhagen et al., 2019), a biosensor platform was built based on
Bacillus subtilis endospores, whichwere embedded in a poly(vinyl
alcohol) hydrogel matrix with a poly(ethylene terephthalate)
packing layer (Figures 1M,N). More importantly, the fabrication
process is continuous and scalable, and the biosensing devices
can be stored for extended periods of time without losing their
functionality. In summary, the integration of ELMs in biosensor
devices has provided a new and versatile way to enhance their
robustness, biocompatibility, and sensitivity.

ELMs-BASED STRUCTURES FOR
ACTUATION

An actuator is the type of device that can respond to a control
signal by converting an energy source into mechanical motion.
Soft actuators have been extensively explored in recent years for
their applications in soft robotics, biomedicine, and biomimicry
(Ware et al., 2015; Zhang et al., 2019b). Conventional soft
actuators are usually driven externally by compressed air or
pressurized liquids, or based on shape memory polymers or
electroactive polymers (Wang et al., 2016; Guin et al., 2018;
Rafsanjani et al., 2018). The emergence of ELMs in actuation
has the potential to bring new types of soft actuators that are
dynamic, fully biocompatible, and self-powered (Dagdeviren
et al., 2017; Grattieri and Minteer, 2018; Jeerapan et al., 2019;
Moreira et al., 2019; Reid and Mahbub, 2020).
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The incorporation of ELMs in soft actuators can be achieved
by using biological cells as the signal-transducing component.
A representative design of simple actuator is a gripper which is
capable of pick-and-place operation. The fabricated a soft gripper
which is capable of converting chemical signals to mechanical
movement through the integration of engineered bacteria,
flexible light-emitting diode (LED) circuit, and soft pneu-net
actuators was reported (Justus et al., 2019; Figures 2A–C). The
biosensing soft robot used chemical sensing and feedback to
make actionable decisions such as pick-and-place operation.

Certain types of biological cells, including cardiomyocytes
and muscle cells, undergo rhythmic contractions, which can
be used as the energy source for actuation. For instance,
a bioinspired soft-robotic ray was constructed (Park et al.,
2016), which is composed of patterned cardiomyocyte
tissue on an elastomeric body and a microfabricated gold
skeleton (Figure 2D). The combination of optogenetics, tissue
engineering, and microfabrication enable phototactic guidance,
steering, and turning maneuvers of the artificial ray.

When contractile cells are used in combination with
functional optical structures, the mechanical contraction
can be converted into optical signal or color changes for
easy visualization. For instance, by assembling engineered
cardiomyocyte cells on hydrogel films with inverse opal
structures (Fu et al., 2018), a hybrid device that can change
its photonic bandgap and structural colors during the
elongation and contraction process of the cardiomyocytes
was demonstrated (Figures 2E,F). Moreover, such hybrid
structure can be integrated with microfluidics for direct
visualization of microphysiological processes and drug screening
(Figures 2G,H).

Recent advances in 3D printing technology, especially direct
ink writing (DIW)-based printing, enables the fabrication
of sophisticated ELMs-based devices with well-defined 3D
structures and integrated components from multiple types of
materials. The fabrication of cardiac microphysiological devices
via multimaterial 3D printing was reported (Lind et al., 2017;
Figures 2I,J), the sensors embedded in the devices allow non-
invasive, electronic readouts of tissue contractile stresses. Those
devices were also used to study drug responses, as well
as the contractile development of human stem cell-derived
laminar cardiac tissues over time. To sum up, the biosignal
transduction or biomechanical force generated by the biological
cells has opened new avenues in the fabrication of functional
soft actuators.

CHALLENGES AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS

A prominent feature of ELMs is that the structure and
composition are versatile, dynamic, and are not limited to
the properties of synthetic materials alone. The combination
of synthetic biology and materials science has the potential
to generate ELMs with a wide range of unprecedented
chemical compositions, hierarchical structures, and hard-to-
achieve properties in synthetic materials such as the ability to
be self-powered, biosignal-responsive, and self-sustainable. The

utilization of ELMs for sensing and actuation has great potential
to bring revolutionary changes by providing new sensing and
actuation mechanisms based on their tunable responsiveness to
biosignals, enhancing the sensitivity, and biocompatibility of the
devices by facilitating their integration with biological systems,
but there are also issues and challenges that need to be addressed
to achieve those objectives.

The genetically engineered cells embedded into a matrix only
have limited period of viability without renewable nutrient supply
and metabolic waste management. Therefore, for the sensing
application of ELMs-based structures, one crucial challenge is
how to extend further the life span of the living cells inside the
sensors. The utilization of bacterial spores is one possible solution
for certain applications (González et al., 2020). But in order
to fundamentally overcome this challenge, a more systematic
approach to integrate different channels and compartments in
the ELMs-based devices for cell sustainability would be necessary.
The coculturing and assembly of multiple types of cooperative
cells is another promising solution, a good example for this can
be found in the metabolic cooperation of multispecies biofilms
(Elias and Banin, 2012), where one species utilizes a metabolite
produced by a neighboring species, with increased resistance to
antibiotics or host immune responses.

The quantitative or precise signal detection and
measurements for the ELMs-based sensor still rely mostly
on wire connections to external data collection and processing
instruments, which limits their applications in areas that require
portable or miniaturized devices. The rapid development in
micro/nanoelectromechanical systems (MEMS/NEMS) allows
the fabrication of miniaturized data collection and processing
units. NEMS biosensors correlate chemical or physical binding
events with the mechanical motions of devices in nanometer
scales, which in turn are converted into detectable electrical
or optical signals. They have small form factor, extremely high
sensitivity with a detection limit down to the single molecule
level (Lim et al., 2015; Ha et al., 2016). The integration of ELMs-
based structures with MEMS/NEMS devices has the potential
to bring breakthroughs in fully functional and miniaturized
ELMs-based sensors.

For the ELMs-based actuators, most of the current work
is limited to simple contractile motion or bending. In order
to further expand their applications, more sophisticated shape
changes or movement need to be realized. This can be potentially
achieved by the system-level design of hierarchical 3D structures
with the biological cells located at pre-defined locations with
different orientations. Patterning and alignment of extracellular
matrix with high precision and efficiency are critical to achieving
this goal (Kim et al., 2016; Nakayama et al., 2016). Another
promising approach is to integrate multiple types of biological
cells with stimuli-responsive polymers in an anisotropic and
well-controlled manner.

One of the most attractive properties of ELMs is the potential
to achieve self-healing, which is intrinsic to all multicellular
organisms. But the ELMs-based devices usually also contain
synthetic materials and components which are generally not
self-healable. In order to achieve self-healing for the whole
structure or device, enhance its robustness and lifetime, it is
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FIGURE 2 | (A) The components of the biosensing soft gripper featured E. coli cells, FlexPCB (flexible printed circuit board), and embedded phototransistors. (B) The

gripper contains a genetically engineered E. coli layer that show green fluorescence when excited by the embedded LED circuit. (C) The three-finger biogripper

(Continued)
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FIGURE 2 | deploys the object into a bath based on the genetic response of the cells (A–C adapted from Zhang et al., 2019b). (D) System-level design for

tissue-engineered ray, which contains a radially oriented muscle cell layer and a composite supporting structure (D adapted form Ware et al., 2015). (E) Schematic

diagram of the fabrication process of the microgroove patterned hydrogel films. (F) Confocal microscopy images of the aligned cardiomyocyte tissues on the surface

of the inverse opal–structured hydrogel. (G) The structure of the heart-on-a-chip by integrating the biohybrid structural color hydrogel into a microfluidic device.

(H) Dynamically optical microscope images of biohybrid structural color hydrogels during one myocardial cycle in a heart-on-a-chip system (E–H adapted from Wang

et al., 2016). (I) Schematic of the device made by multimaterial 3D printing, contraction of an anisotropic engineered cardiac tissue induces a resistance change

measured by a strain gauge. (J) Image of the final device showing the cardiac tissue on the cantilever surface, insert is the example resistance signal during operation

(I,J adapted from Rafsanjani et al., 2018).

important to develop and integrate synthetic self-healing and
biocompatible materials with the biological cells (Toohey et al.,
2007; Huynh et al., 2017). There has been rapid progress in
the development of self-healing polymeric materials in recent
years, and the mechanisms include covalent-bond reformation
and reshuffling, diffusion and flow, shape-memory effects,
supramolecular chemistry, or combinations thereof (Wang and
Urban, 2020).

The use of genetically engineered cells is one of the key
features for ELMs, which enables the cells to respond to
specific signals or secretion of target molecules. Driven by
the new methods to design and construct DNA, the genetic
engineering of living cells becomes technically easier, at the
same time, the functions and behaviors of the engineered cells
are getting more complex. Therefore, in order to fabricate
ELMs with the precisely targeted functionalities enabled by the
genetically engineered cells, it is critical to take advantage of
the computational design tools or machine learning to guide the
process and predict the final properties. For instance, machine
learning algorithms can be used to analyze the huge data sets
of genomic sequencing, gene editing, and protein optimization
(Shen et al., 2018) to improve the design and function of
genetically engineered cells used in ELMs. Moreover, the
computational model of the interactions between the component
functional materials and cellular/genetic responses is also useful
to accelerate the production of functional ELMs-based devices
(Smith et al., 2020). Finally, the cost of ELMs-based devices can
be quite high, especially when genetic editing or modification is
involved. Scaling up of the fabrication process and establishing
academia-industry collaboration will be critical for finding viable
commercial applications. Finally, the cost of ELMs-based devices
can be quite high, especially when genetic editing or modification
is involved. Scaling up of the fabrication process and establishing

academia-industry collaboration will be critical for finding viable
commercial applications.

CONCLUSIONS

Engineered living materials combine the desired properties of
both synthetic soft matter and living biological cells/tissues,
and are emerging to the forefront of interdisciplinary research
which involves synthetic biology, materials science, device
engineering, and robotics. One of the most important and
relevant applications of ELMs is for sensing and actuation. In
this review, we surveyed and summarized the recent progress
of ELMs-based soft sensors and actuators, with a focus on
the underlying materials science, interface engineering, and
advanced fabrication. The ELMs-based structures and devices
have unique advantages over those based only on synthetic
materials or biological cells in terms of their sensing mechanism
and performance, biocompatibility, versatility, and applicability.
We also identified several challenges and issues in this research
area and provided possible solutions and future directions
for further development of ELMs-based functional structures
and devices.
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